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 Senate and Assembly Pass Hearing Aid Bill 
Sen. Lassa’s SB 27 would guarantee insurance coverage for hearing-impaired kids 

and save parents and taxpayers money 
 

Madison– A bill authored by State Senator Julie Lassa (D-Stevens Point), Rep. Marlin 

Schneider (D-Wisconsin Rapids) and Rep. David Cullen (D-Milwaukee) which would guarantee 

that insurance companies cover hearing aids and cochlear implants for children was approved by 

both houses of the State Legislature today and is on its way to the Governor’s desk. 

Senate Bill 27 passed the Senate this morning on a voice vote. It was then messaged to 

the Assembly, where it was approved on a bipartisan 80 -16 vote. The bill guarantees that all 

children up to the age of 18 who are diagnosed as deaf or hearing impaired by a physician or 

licensed audiologist can receive hearing aids or cochlear implants through their parents’ 

insurance.   

“Hearing aids and cochlear implants greatly enhance language and social development   

for hearing-impaired kids,” said Lassa. “Right now, many health insurance companies do not 

cover hearing aids and cochlear implants, so parents must pay out of pocket – as much as $3,000 

per hearing aid every three years, or tens of thousands of dollars for cochlear implants.   

“This forces families to drain their savings accounts, use their children’s college funds, 

use credit cards or take out second mortgages just to give their children a chance to hear,” Lassa 

said. “This is a legitimate, well-recognized therapy and we expect health insurance companies to 

cover hearing aids and cochlear implants as they would any other necessary medical device.” 

Parents who testified at a public hearing in March told the committee that, despite 

charging expensive health insurance premiums, family health insurance plans often don’t pay for 

hearing aids or cochlear implants, claiming that the devices are “cosmetic.” 
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Every year, about 200 Wisconsin infants are born with permanent hearing loss.    Hearing 

loss in children affects language development and academic achievement and can lead to social 

isolation. Because many insurance companies do not cover the cost of cochlear implants or 

hearing aids, school districts have to purchase special equipment for teachers to communicate 

with hearing impaired students as part of their Individual Education Plan.  The cost for the 

equipment is passed along to taxpayers. When children are not able to receive hearing aids or 

implants at a young enough age, the state and school districts also bear higher special education 

costs, as well as costs later in life for vocational rehabilitation. 

Sen. Lassa also noted research that suggests that Wisconsin taxpayers stand to save as 

much as $5,000 to $10,000 per child per year in reduced or eliminated special education services 

and a savings of about $1 million per person over their lifetime if more children can receive 

hearing aids and cochlear implants. Currently, thirteen states, including Minnesota, require that 

insurance companies cover hearing aids.   

Sen. Lassa first introduced this legislation in 2007.  It passed the Senate unanimously last 

session and was approved by Assembly Insurance Committee but never came to the Assembly 

floor for a vote. SB 27 now heads to the Governor, who is expected to sign it into law. 

“After working on this bill for over two years, I’m happy for the kids and families who 

will benefit from this development.  It makes good fiscal sense and it’s the right thing to do for 

kids with hearing impairments. I am optimistic that the governor will soon sign it into law,” 

Lassa said.  

“I’d like to thank my former assistant Mike Schoenfield and his friend Franz Backus for 

bringing to the attention of the legislature the challenges these families face, and helping us take 

this important step in helping children hear,” Rep. Schneider said. “They deserve the real credit 

for its ultimate passage.”  
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